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“ Can signs be used to improve teaching and learning

at Key Stage 3 in a secondary school? “

(11-14 years)

Section 1 – Introduction:

The aim of this report is to record and evaluate the development and testing of an artefact. This artefact

is a variety of signs used as a teaching strategy, to produce a classroom resource, which has been

designed, tested and produced in a British secondary school. This has been completed using lesson

observations to improve teaching and learning.

The title question, ‘ Can signs be used to improve teaching and learning at Key Stage 3 in a secondary

school?‘, has been used for this development.

The first section of this report presents an overview of the artefact, presented in two forms: one, a

physical set of handheld signs and two, a collection of video recordings demonstrating the artefact in use

in the classroom.

The second section provides a background to the study environment detailing the type of school its

students and teachers. This includes an introductory history of the school, the subjects used for

observation, definitions of learning styles and how the artefact could be used in a teaching and learning

environment. The research methodology is highlighted in section two.

Sections three and four present the main argument and development of the artefact, providing key

findings for discussion which leads into section five, which concludes the discussion and answers the

main question. Further recommendations regarding the artefact will be accessible at this stage.

1.1 - The main objectives:

The main objectives of the artefact are to:

- use signs to improve teaching and learning

- reduce repetitive instructions

- be inclusive of all learning styles and special needs.
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These objectives derived from the key findings identified from the research and have evolved as the

core aims. These three aims have been condensed from an original seven, which were used in a

questionnaire delivered to teachers who used the artefact.  (See appendix G and R.)

1.2 - The artefact:

The artefact aims to promote the use of signs as a resource to facilitate communication, not substitute,

teaching and learning. The artefact developed and tested is a range of 15 laminated signs. The signs are

colour coded using a traffic-light system and measure A5 in size, 210mm x 147mm.  A selection of these

signs is shown in figure 1. The design allows the user to use the resource in a versatile way that is not

restricted to a physical or localised position within the classroom.

Figure 1- ‘Listen’,          ‘Look’,     ‘Hands down’       ‘Don’t shout’.

The strategies used for production of the developed artefact have evolved over a period of one year.

This phase has included an iterative process of discussions and observations of teachers, students and

subjects (Art, Drama, English, PE and Science), who have used the artefact.

1.2 - The Digital Versatile Disc (DVD):

A Digital Versatile Disc (DVD) is included as part of the artefact and shows evidence of the signs being

used in the classroom. Initially, this DVD was designed to view the footage and provide evidence for

analysis. However, this objective developed into using the DVD as part of the artefact as it provides

evidence showing how the artefact is tested in a classroom. It can also be used as training material for

teachers. (Appendix O)
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This report provides screenshot photographs from the DVD that identifies issues for discussion in-case

DVD facilities are unavailable. (Appendix F & T)

The complete artefact (signs and DVD) is presented as a hard copy and in digital format on a CD-ROM.

The digital form gives individual teachers or a school, the option to adopt the artefact to suit the needs of

their school.

The research prototype has evolved from the perspective of a professional practitioner and interests

emerging from personal experiences of being a teacher. Maintaining a day-to-day contribution to

teaching and learning, including the experiences of being a teacher, is embodied in the following quote

from Ginott (1972).

“I (the teacher) have come to the frightening conclusion: I am the decisive element in the

classroom.  It is my personal approach that creates the climate.  It is my daily mood that makes

the weather.  As a teacher I possess tremendous power to make a child’s life miserable or joyous.

I can be a tool of torture or an instrument of inspiration. I can humiliate or humour, hurt or heal.

In all situations it is my response that decides whether a crisis will be escalated or de-escalated, a

child humanised or dehumanised. (Ginott, 1972,)”

It is a wish that the reader will understand the journey and how the artefact has evolved from its

embryonic stage to the final proposal that is presented here. The artefact aims to improve the teaching

and learning of all students. This artefact will give teachers a resource that can be adapted continuously

to enhance the delivery of the curriculum and stimulate each of the learning styles.
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Section 2 – Background and definitions:

Section two is the background to this report. This includes an introduction to the study area, the school

used and definitions of signage and teaching matter.  A brief history of learning styles and accelerated

learning is on page 11, which has been used as part of the thought process in this report.

The parameters in this section outline expectations of the artefact during development and testing,

including how the artefact has been developed and implemented into the teaching and the learning

environment.

This report tests the main question by definition and use of video observations of students and teachers

in selected subjects, listed on page 10. The study also observes types of teaching and learning styles

currently used in the school to identify the potential use of ‘signs’ as an addition to communication in the

learning environment.

The definition of a ‘sign’ is:

“…a mark, symbol or device used to represent something...(Pearsall and Trumble, 1996, p1348)”

We define ‘improve’ by:

“to raise to a more desirable or more excellent quality…

(Dictonary.com <http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=improve>, 2005,  Accessed 5/10/05)”

2.1 - Alexandra Park School:

Alexandra Park School opened in 1999 and is in the ‘Excellence in Cities’ area of Haringey, London

achieving ‘Sportsmark’ status in 2002 and ‘Investor in People’ status 2003. The school successfully

achieved specialist ‘Science and Maths college’ status in 2004 providing post-16 education for 200

students from 2005.

This school was used as it is the place of work of the author and permission was granted by the

headteacher to use the school for research, to be accessed in conjunction with personal teaching

practice.

“Alexandra Park School opened in September 1999 and now has 1100 boys and girls in Years 7-13

(2005) serving a diverse community from all parts of the London borough of Haringey; including

some of the most socially disadvantaged areas. Boys significantly outnumber girls. Over half of the
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pupils come from white heritage backgrounds with the largest minority groups being Black and

mixed race. Over one quarter of pupils speak a language other than English at home, but most are

relatively proficient in using English at school…About one pupil in five has identified learning needs,

which is close to the national average.

(Ofsted -http://www.ofsted.gov.uk/reports/index.cfm?fuseaction=summary&id=131758>, 2002,

page 7, Accessed 17/10/05)”

Alexandra Park School has installed a hard-working ethos and a desire to be very successful. With

headteacher support, a wide range of resources and enthusiastic teachers at hand, the artefact could be

developed and tested successfully.

2.2 - Curriculum subjects at Key Stage 3:

In state schools, Key Stage 3 (11-14 years) national curriculum education involves: Maths, English,

Science, Design Technology, Information, Communication and Technology (I.C.T.), History, Religious

Education, Physical Education (P.E.), Personal, Social and Health Education (P.S.H.E.), Music, Drama,

Spanish, French and Art.

The observations focused on a selection of ten teachers, chosen according to subjects, who answered a

questionnaire that asked for their expectations of the artefact. Each teacher indicated that they expected

to use a physical object in the classroom and that this artefact would be designed to improve teaching.
(Appendix A & B).

Six teachers were regularly used in the development and analysis of the artefact and they have become

the main body of research evidence for purpose of consistency. Three teacher interviews were

conducted after the final production at stage 5 to provide a suitable range of opinions for discussion.

The teaching subjects used throughout the study were Art, Drama, English, French, PE and Science

because this revolved around personal timetable constraints. This proved to include a cross-section of

teaching and learning styles. This cross-section reflected teaching staff in various subjects, demonstrating

various styles of teaching used and the learning styles that are stimulated in each of the subjects.
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2.3 - Learning styles and accelerated learning:

A focal point of the artefact is specifically aimed at audio, visual and kinesthetic (AVK) learning styles

within the classroom.

“Learning styles are an individual's preferred mode of gaining knowledge. Common learning styles

include visual, auditory or kinesthetic.

Dictionary.com,<http://dictionary.reference.com/search?r=2&q=learning%20 style>, 2005,

Accessed 15/10/05)”

Each learning style (AVK) has been included as a criterion for selection for each subject used in this

report, narrowing the diversity of the study from using all ten Key Stage three subjects to those selected

and listed on page 10, which include the three learning styles.

AVK learning styles describe sensory modalities and label a preference of learning or an individual’s way

of taking in information. In learning style terms, a visual learner prefers graphs and charts instead of

words. Each student can develop his or her own awareness by responding to the artefact being used

and rather than a student giving up, accepting that they cannot do something, students can learn how

to learn and the artefact can encourage this.

Accelerated Learning is a new practice pioneered into the modern ideology of improving education,

which is increasingly being introduced through teacher training in universities. Accelerated Learning

indicates a link between the brain in formal learning experiences and conscious as well as unconscious

learning. This presents a structured system so that all types of learners can be aware of and reach a level

of achievement, which they might think is beyond them.

“The accelerated learning approach will help students understand their own learning preferences

better. It will impart lifelong skills in the process of learning. Students will learn to learn.

(Dickinson 1996, p.1)”
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2.4 - Methodology:

The table below details the iterative research methods and development used throughout the report

process by using research built into the design process and re-structuring throughout.

Date / Time: Stage: Objective: Research methods:

Nov. 2004 -

February 2005

Stage 1
Research.
Stage 2
Evidence gathering.

Video recording of
lessons in curriculum.
Discuss with school.

Pilot signage testing.
Teacher interviews. Reading. Email.
Personal (informal) recordings.

March Stage 3
Research

Video recording.
Collate data.

Video recordings on camcorder.

April Research & Testing
Analyse footage.
Prepare DVD.
Sign research. Produce 1st

batch artefact for
testing.

DVD footage & analysis.
Informal feedback.

May Research & Testing
Analyse results.
Develop further.
Photographs.
Produce DVD.

Informal feedback with teachers &
students.
Viewing DVD.

June Stage 4
Testing

Questionnaire for
teachers.
Final development &
testing of artefact.
Produce 2nd batch.

Prepare time plan.
Test artefact & record results.
Video recordings on camcorder.

July Stage 5
Testing

Produce final batch of
signs.
Gather final evidence .
Analyse responses.
Complete testing.

Video recordings on camcorder.
Informal feedback.

August Gather evidence
Prepare  data

Complete reading.
Begin analysis.
Develop DVD.
Prepare Synopsis.

Evaluate evidence

September
Stage 6
Present data to teachers.
Dissemination.

Final production for
further testing.
External agencies.
Contact DATA.

Review work to date.
Feedback from agencies.

October Feedback from preview of data.
Final development of report.

Begin extended writing.
Questionnaire for
teachers.
Present evidence to
headteacher.
Prepare Rough Draft.
DATA development.

Artefact conclusions.
Prepare Rough Draft.
Teacher interviews by presenting
DVD evidence.
Informal feedback.

November
Present findings to
Headteacher
Review feedback & conclude
report.

Begin bibliography.
Begin appendix.
Work on errors / editing.
Final printing.

Interviews & Analysis.
Prepare final artefact.
DVD casing.
Sign production.

Dec 2005  –
January 2006

Analyse feedback.
Conclude report.
Final production of artefact.

Complete bibliography
and appendix.
Final print.

Further development through DATA
– July 2006.
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2.5 - Artefact development:

The artefact has developed through six main stages of evolution and the reader should be aware of

how this artefact has evolved so that the artefact presented is fully understood.

Stage 1:

The initial idea was used in a personal classroom. The signs are shown in figure 2.1 (Appendix J & S).

Figure 2.1 - A selection of initial signs used before the study.

Ssshh     Listen  Look       Group  work              Aprons  on

The signs in figure 2.1 were created to stimulate communication within a classroom. These signs were

being used successfully for a year and were eventually produced for all teachers within a Design

Technology department.

Stage 2:

This stage was a developed idea for the purpose of an artefact proposal. This included a variety of signs

using bright colours, cartoons, real images, mixed fonts and sizes shown in figure 2.2. This system was

designed to suit the culture of students at Alexandra Park School and the various subjects taught. A

description of this school is found on page 9 and 10.
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Figure 2.2 – A selection of signs produced as an artefact ‘proposal’.

Books out Hands up Listen Sit down              Sshhh

The signs in figure 2.2 were produced during the initial observations in the study. Before these signs

were produced and given to the teachers, the signs were discussed through informal feedback with

colleagues, peers and students. This sensitivity was particularly needed in the context of working in a

multi-racial school, with varied levels of ability in order for the artefact to work successfully. (Appendix J).

Stage 3:

The third stage involved a developed batch of signs selected for the study. Teachers were given visual

choices of the artefact, via a photo-questionnaire, in order that they could select appropriate signs prior

to being observed. See figure 2.3 (Appendix E).

Figure 2.3 – Teacher selectionquestionnaire for the developed artefact.
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Stage 4:

Introduced at the 4th stage, was a traffic-light colour system for teachers to select signs for their

observations. Signs with a green background indicate a ‘to do’ instruction. Signs that have an orange

background would indicate a ‘passive’ instruction, acting as a reminder. Red signs are instructions that

request students to ‘stop’ the action shown in the image. Finally, any signs that are colour-coded blue

indicate a ‘safety’ warning.

Stage 5:

Final tested and improved signs were used during the closing observation period, using informal

feedback from teachers and students. The penultimate batch of signs was created - see figure 2.4.
(See appendices J, P & S.)

Figure 2.4

Instructions were added to the back of each sign to provide teachers with extra support and

knowledge. Note the artefact is manufactured digitally so that signs can be edited to suit the needs of the

individual school or teacher.

Instructions:

1 - Hold the sign in the air (above head) to gain student attention.

2 - Hold sign (at waist level, whilst talking) to prolong reminder.

3 - Direct sign to an individual student  (whilst talking) to avoid major distraction to others.

4 - Place sign on whiteboard (to point to).

5 - Enlarge sign for classroom display.

6 - Add sign to PC for interactive whiteboard display.

7 - Place sign in middle of table during practical display (with students gathered around).
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Stage 6:

Design And Technology Association (DATA) for schools in England and Wales was contacted in August

2005. This organisation was contacted to discover if the artefact had any value. This dissemination has

been shared with the teachers and the school and progress is detailed in section five.

Final print:

The artefact was digitally enhanced for final production so it was easier to manufacture. A DVD cover

was designed, including DVD and CD-ROM labels. The final print is shown in figure 2.4.1. (Appendix K & M)

Figure  2.4.1 – CD labels & DVD cover

2.6 – Expectations of the report:

The expectations of the artefact used in this report, as highlighted in the main objectives on page 5, is to

improve teaching and learning with a view to providing teachers with a teaching resource. This artefact

has been tested in national curriculum subjects. The main study and analysis will be presented in section

three using viewpoints from professionals, listing the key findings in section four.
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Section 3
Case study

Development of the DVD

Analysis
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Section 3 – Case study:

The main findings in this section present an analysis of each question used in the final teacher interviews.

Each teacher was provided with a questionnaire to stimulate a set of responses from their experience of

using the artefact. This method was used to gain direct feedback about how each teacher felt using the

artefact in his or her teaching practice.

The objectives emerged into seven key issues and after interview they were amalgamated into the three

core objectives on page 5. These objectives were used deliberately to create specific responses to answer

the main question. (Appendix G)

The rationale for this questionnaire was defined by observations throughout this process of

development. Each interview is included on the CD-ROM to supplement the DVD.
(Appendix H & R).

3.1 – Development of the DVD:

The DVD artefact can be viewed in two ways. Figure 2.5, shows the title screen that automatically loads

up when the DVD disc is inserted into a DVD player.

Figure 2.6, shows the scene selection page where the DVD observer can select a chapter (or subject) to

view. The 16 chapters can be selected from two selection sections, the pre-artefact stage – chapters 1 - 8,

where evidence is collated from a variety of subjects. (Top image – figure 2.6/Appendix L & M).

The second stage is the artefact-testing period and is on page two of the scene selection screen. This

shows chapters 9 – 16 that include a selection of subjects using the artefact. (Bottom image – figure 2.6)

Figure  2.5 – DVD title screen

Figures 2.6 – DVD scene selection
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 The artefact developed and tested has the potential to be available for all teachers in all schools because

the artefact can be modified to suit each individual’s need. The artefact can be used as a teaching

resource in any subject, making provision to stimulate audio, visual and kinesthetic learning styles.

Provision has been taken into account for learning difficulties and students with disabilities so that the

artefact is inclusive.

This artefact aspires to improve teaching and learning by contributing and improving methods of

communicating to students in the 21st century. This could simply be to aid teaching styles or increase

student interaction.

The report and artefact is presented through a study of lesson observations and DVD video analysis,

which have been recorded through a mini-Digital Video (mini-DV) and reflect a period of development

over six months in 2005. All recordings were made with the consent of the head teacher and each

classroom teacher in each subject. (Appendix O).

The reader can understand the discussion and opinions from each teacher by reading this text or b y

listening to the each interview on the CD-ROM. A reference to quotations and DVD footage is included to

provide DVD understanding.

Note a subtle difference in questions three and four on page 23 and 25. Question three is used as a

prompt to stimulate a response and four is used to discover a positive gain from the use of the artefact.

3.2 - Analysis:

The results are presented question-by-question and analysed using quotations from interviews

conducted. The questions are presented as in the interview. A sign will be shown next to the DVD

screenshots to indicate the sign being used to ease the discussion and understanding. This is to help

contextualise the teacher’s response.

1 - Does the artefact improve teaching and learning within the classroom?  

      3 out of 3 teachers said ‘ Yes’.

Teachers say the artefact does improve teaching and learning interaction. Comments from teachers

highlight the teacher-student participation. In figure 3, the teacher clearly states to the class he will be

communicating via hand signals, gestures or signs.
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        Figure 3 – Science lesson (‘Listen’) / DVD screenshot / Ch10/44mins Figure 3.1 – ‘Listen’ and ‘Look’ sign

“From my experience of using them [the signs]…I found that students were quicker to respond to

instructions…(Science teacher interview, CD-ROM, 29/9/05–Appendix R)”

“Definitely. (English teacher interview, CD-ROM, 29/9/05)”

Comparisons can be made in the recorded observations where no artefact was used. Students clearly

respond to the teacher using the artefact in figure 4.1 and 4.2 on page 21, than to a teacher providing

verbal or gestured instructions without using an artefact - figure 4, page 21.

“…Having watched the DVD I thought [the teacher’s] use in science (the ‘Listen’ and ‘Sit down’

clip) was very effective. Children settled very quickly, which meant that more teaching and learning

could go on. I personally found it quite difficult though, because I had too many signs and I was

juggling with them…In languages we often use signals anyway…physical signals, hands on lips, in

combination with giving the instructions verbally in French…When I was using your signs I had to

stop myself from doing that in order to use yours, so it interfered a little bit with my normal

teaching methods.  (French teacher interview, CD-ROM, 6/10/05)”
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 Figure 4.2 – ‘Listen’ and ‘Sshhh’ sign

Figure 4 - French Lesson (Physical ‘Sssh’) / DVD screenshot / Ch7/27min50secs

Figure 4.1 - French Lesson (‘Listen’ and ‘Sssh’)/ DVD screenshot / Ch13 / 56min36secs

Figure 4.3 –

‘Hands Up’

Figure 4.4 - French Lesson – DVD screenshot / Ch10/40min39secs / (Hands up)

Students respond to the sign, figure 4.3, being held up in figure 4.4. Figure 4, shows the same teacher

spending a greater amount of time trying to control the class without the use of the artefact; despite

using physical signals (hands on lips) that she has said she is more comfortable using.
(See French interview, quote, pg. 20).

The overall consensus from the three interviewed teachers is that the artefact does improve teaching

and learning in the classroom; although please note, comments on how the artefact can be developed
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further to enhance its productivity is stated throughout interview. This analysis from the teachers, who

have tested and used the artefact, including new modifications, will be detailed in the final conclusion as

recommendations for further study.

2 - Does the artefact provide a school with a teaching resource?

      3 out of 3 teachers said ‘ Yes’.

“I could have the signs on the wall…but the PE teacher couldn’t do that…He [the PE teacher]

wouldn’t be able to have something stuck on the wall…he would have to have it in his hands whilst

demonstrating some kind of PE activity. (French teacher interview, CD-ROM, 6/10/05)”

The images below clearly show that the PE teacher, who teaches outside, can use the

artefact if fully prepared to do so. The French teacher interviewed above, questions

how a PE teacher could use the artefact. This is demonstrated in figure 5.2.

                                      Figure 5 – ‘’Hands up’ sign

Figure 5.1 - PE Lesson / DVD screenshot / Ch6/20min40secs

        Figure 5.2 - PE Lesson (Hands up) / DVD screenshot / Ch11 / 46min58secs

“There are some techniques repeated across school, so I do think it could be used in all subjects.

(English teacher interview, CD-ROM, 29/9/05)”

“Yes. When I did an activity where the class where moving around more, they took longer to

respond than when they were sat down…if the signs were much bigger, on an interactive

whiteboard, then that would catch their eye…(Science teacher interview, CD-ROM, 29/9/05)”
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Figure 5.1 on page 22, shows the PE teacher outside demonstrating a physical instruction to students.

This clearly shows that it would be awkward for the teacher to carry the artefact at all times.

The artefact is a teaching resource to be used when fully prepared to deliver or emphasise the learning

that takes place. Albeit cumbersome, the PE teacher does demonstrate that the artefact can be used

outside. (Figure 5.2. / DVD chapter 11 / 47mins).

Based on the interviews conducted, the teachers state that the artefact proposed, could provide a

school with a teaching resource that could be used by all teachers, in all types of subjects.

3 - Can the artefact stimulate each learning style in the curriculum?

      3 out of 3 teachers said ‘ Yes’.

The artefact allows easier teaching to take place. Why? A student that listens observes, or one who

prefers a hands-on approach to learning can learn more when the artefact is being used because a visual

sign is being revealed. Thus, reducing the amounts of disruption faced by teachers, such as low-level

behaviour, asking a student to sit down or for a child to generally stop interrupting the teaching-taking

place (e.g. calling out).

The artefact answers the above question by stimulating at least two of the learning styles, audio and

visual. It is clearly recognised by the designer, and all three teachers in their interviews, that the

kinesthetic element of the artefact needs to be developed further.

“Yes. I would imagine that the visual learners would actually respond best…I was moving more to

hold things up, I would imagine that other styles of learning that is still going to be appropriate

for…I held up two signs and I had to then say ‘ there are two signs being held up’; so that was

obviously for people that learn best by listening…regarding kinesthetic learners, the artefact could

certainly be developed…(Science teacher interview, CD-ROM, 29/9/05)”

“Yes. I’d say, certainly it’s much more visual based. I’m not too sure how you could make it more

kinesthetic, but I’d definitely say in terms of audio and visual. (English teacher interview, CD-ROM,

29/9/05)”

Kinesthetic design is certainly an area of weakness because students are rarely involved physically when

the artefact is used. However, kinesthetic learning can be accessed, as the drama teacher demonstrates

in the ‘thumbs up’ method, via students using physical signals in learning. The teacher can be seen

demonstrating this in figure 6 on page 24.

The next question provides another example of kinesthetic learning where the teacher is using laminated

blank signs, in figure 6.1, to receive responses from students.
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Figure 6 - Drama / Thumbs up / Ch10 / 56mins 

Figure 6.1 – Year 7 / Science / Chapter 7 / 22mins

In conclusion, how can kinesthetic learners be stimulated via the artefact? Kinesthetic requires a hands-

on approach to learning. All students are recording their answers to questions in figure 6.1 using

laminated boards they can display their responses to the teacher. The teacher can clearly see if all

students are involved and she can then view their answers, therefore keeping each student on task,

physically.

This method creates an activity that stimulates kinesthetic learning. If the proposed artefact could do the

same, then all objectives would be fully completed and the weaker kinesthetic element would be

improved.
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4 - Can each learning style benefit from use of the artefact?

     3 out of 3 teachers said ‘ Yes’.

From interviews with teachers, student behaviour and participation significantly improved in the lesson.

“…I found that students were looking more at the front…The signs indicated what the kids needed

to do…(Science teacher interview, CD-ROM, 29/9/05)”

Interviews suggest that the artefact could benefit students who have a variety of learning styles.

Particular reference is given in one interview below, regarding the benefits of colour-coded signs and

the benefits of having the instruction shown literally and visually. A second teacher, in figure 6.2 below,

is clearly using a kinesthetic movement (finger-to-lip) to coincide with the sign being used in a science

lesson. (DVD Ch12 / 54mins)

“I think visual learners would inevitably be better suited as they are visual signs. (French teacher

interview, CD-ROM, 6/10/05)”

Figure  6.2 - Science Lesson (Sshhh)/ DVD screenshot / Ch12/54min03secs Figure 6.3 – The ‘Sshhh’ sign

It is clear that the kinesthetic element of the artefact has to be developed. In a particular science lesson

that was observed - figure 6.1, page 24 - a teacher intentionally played the reversal role, allowing the

students to display their answers to questions, via the use of signs.

Kinesthetic techniques used in this study include the following: Students can mimic physical signs shown

in figure 6.2 and secondly, where students display their own signs either through the ‘thumbs up’

technique in figure 6 or through sign-and-answer responses in figure 6.1 on page 24. (DVD Ch7 / 22mins).
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How could the artefact be developed or changed? The artefact could be given to students. For example,

a ‘question’ sign could be allocated to all students. If a student did not understand an instruction or a

discussion, they could display a ‘question’ sign, figure 6.4 below, at any time for clarification.

Do adults (teachers) have learning styles too? Should we consider recognising signals via students

through audio, visual and kinesthetic commands? This could stimulate kinesthetic learning on both parts

and improve teaching and learning. The artefact could also be developed to include (coloured) blank

signs that could use the same techniques shown in figure 6.1, on page 24.

    Figure 6.4 – Question sign Figure 6.5 – Kinesthetic response / ‘Thumbs up’

Teachers could enhance development of the artefact by having part of the artefact designed to include

different textures to create a further sense stimuli. The artefact could be used as demonstrated in figure

6.6 on page 27, to include for example, shiny surfaces, rough or smooth surfaces and possibly electronic

displays.
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            Figure 6.6  - Science Lesson – DVD screenshot / Ch7 22mins / (Student signs = to provide answer)

5 - Could the artefact benefit students who have a variety of learning needs?

      3 out of 3 teachers said ‘ Yes’.

Teachers believe the artefact is inclusive for all students and would significantly improve the

opportunities for Special Educational Needs (S.E.N.) students to access the curriculum in mainstream

education.

“It’s another very useful tool that can be used. The fact that it was simple, they can see it [the

sign] and its clear what it means…a child would understand what I was wanting from them.

(Science teacher interview, CD-ROM, 29/9/05)”

Teachers said the artefact would address the needs of students with learning disabilities and almost be

useful in avoiding any confrontations with those who may have low self-esteem. The artefact is very

simple and clear and works on a whole class level.

6 - Does the artefact reduce time wasted on repeated instructions?

      2 out of 3 teachers said ‘ Yes’.

When the artefact is used to support teaching and learning there is a reduction of repetitive

instructions given by teachers. This is supported by figure 7 on page 28, in a French Lesson, where the

teacher is seen to use a ‘Sshhh’ command often  (physically with finger on lip), to that compared with the

same instruction given using the artefact sign in figure 7.1, on page 28. (See - DVD Ch7&13 / 23mins& 56mins).
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Figure 7  - French Lesson / DVD screenshot / Ch7 / 27min50secs / (Physical ‘Sssh’)    Figure 7.2 – ‘Listen’ and ‘Sshhh’ sign

   Figure 7.1  - French Lesson / DVD screenshot / Ch13 / 56min36secs / (‘Listen’ and ‘Sssh’)

“Definitely with training. Certainly the times I’ve used it [the sign], the kids saw it and alot of

them responded first time. I’d say it was much clearer to them, what they needed to do. (Science

teacher interview, CD-ROM, 29/9/05)”

“I don’t know. I think the amount of time that we spend giving instructions verbally, repeatedly,

anyway and still students don’t do it. Whether they are looking at it or they are hearing you say

something; but I do think it allows us to continue teaching, or to continue talking, whilst directing

instructions at a single student. (French teacher interview, CD-ROM, 6/10/05)”
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The quote on page 28 indicates that the teacher is not totally convinced with the positive affect the

artefact has on reducing repetitive instructions; the teacher does conclude that the artefact does

contribute to teaching as a whole.

Respecting this teacher’s point of view, during observations it was noted that the teacher tended to

struggle with minor issues of classroom management. With the use of the artefact, issues were reduced

and the discussion being addressed is eliminated. (See figure 7 & fig. 7.1 or DVD chapters 7 & 13 ).

7 - Is the curriculum accessible using the artefact?

      2 out of 3 teachers said ‘ Yes’.

“Certainly. It speeds up classroom efficiency, in terms of, moving from one task to the next.

Anything that speeds learning up is going to be very useful. (Science teacher interview, CD-ROM,

29/9/05)”

The teacher strongly believes in the artefact and it being a good teaching resource. A resource that

helps teachers to deliver the curriculum, allowing teaching without disruption and speeding the

whole learning process along, is a useful tool.

From another point of view, the next quote indicates that the teacher wishes to edit the signs to suit the

subject she teaches. Note, the artefact is designed in this way. All signs are included on the CD-ROM for

schools to edit, to suit their school ethos, individual teachers, or subjects, for the needs of the

curriculum. (Appendix S)

It is quite clear from discussion, using the evidence presented, that teachers would prefer just to have

the images (without words) to present as handheld signs, or produced much larger to stick on the

whiteboard. It was also suggested that the artefact be designed for use on interactive whiteboard

displays.

“If you were going to print the words on the signs in ‘Languages’ it might be useful to have them

in the target language. (French teacher interview, CD-ROM, 6/10/05)”

“…the more time that isn’t spent repeating instructions and isn’t spent on those classroom

management issues the more time spent on curriculum areas…(English teacher interview, CD-ROM,

29/9/05)”

Further study could provide extension and progression to renew the artefact’s lifespan and eliminate

complacency from students and the people who use it. The artefact could self-develop or evolve as

school initiatives change. (‘Further comments’ / Appendix H, R & W)
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“…it would have been interesting to have tried it (the artefact) for an extended period of time as

to whether or not there ever comes a point, where kids are so used to it, that it then loses it’s

impact. I’d also like to see how something could be developed for the interactive whiteboard,

where, when you want an icon on, you could very quickly press it and it could be shown there.

(Science teacher interview, CD-ROM, 29/9/05)”

“I think the DVD is really excellent…not totally convinced about the artefact …as a tool to aid

teaching and learning it could be excellent. Certainly as far as learning is concerned, but I’m not

sure if it could adapt to everybody’s teaching styles. (French teacher interview, CD-ROM, 6/10/05)”

All interviews were recorded in confidence and have been included with the artefact with consent of the

teacher.

Finally, the key findings are presented in order to seek immediate answers to testing and development of

the main question proposed. Each finding is presented in section four, and discussed in the final

conclusion as recommendations for further development.

The reader is reminded of the artefact objectives:

1   - to use signs to improve teaching and learning

2 - reduce repetitive instructions

      3   - be inclusive of all learning styles and special needs.
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Section 4
Key findings

Results
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Section 4 – Key findings:

In the previous section, an overview was provided from the viewpoint of the designer, the teacher via

interview and DVD analysis, and the students – using informal feedback - who have provided an indirect

objective opinion.

The main objectives are referred to as the key findings are presented in section four. This is so that direct

results are shared to validate the testing.

“Can signs be used to improve teaching and learning at Key Stage 3 in a secondary school?” This was

proposed to create an artefact, as a teaching resource. The artefact is designed to include options for

each teacher or school to personalise, providing an additional mechanism for learning to suit the needs

of the learner.

4.1 - Results:

1 - To use signs to improve teaching and learning. 3 out of 3 said ‘ Yes’.

Collated evidence shows a French teacher using the artefact and improving the teaching and learning

within a classroom at Key Stage 3.

“…I personally found it quite difficult though, partly because I had too many signs and I was

juggling with them…I use signals anyway…physical signals, hands on lips and when I was using

your signs I had to stop myself from doing that …(French teacher interview, CD-ROM, 6/10/05)”

Although the same teacher states she finds it difficult to use the artefact, the DVD screenshot in figure 8,

shows the class on task and focused, despite the teacher’s discomfort. (DVD chapter 9/37mins).

 Figure 8 -(Year 7 / French ‘Hands up’, 37mins)

Figure  8.1 - (‘Hands up’ sign)
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The artefact is improving teaching and learning in the classroom. Figure 8, shows students

responding to the artefact being used in a lesson and this can be compared to students responding to

the same instruction, without the artefact being used. This is exemplified in the following quote and

images figure 9 and 9.1. (See DVD chapter 9 & 16)

“…I found that students were looking more at the front, and they were quicker to respond to

instructions…(Science teacher interview, CD-ROM, 29/9/05)”

Figure  9 – (Science ‘Sshhh’ (hand signal) 1h 05mins)                Figure 9.1 – (Science ‘Hands up’  1h 01min)

The images show a Science teacher being recorded during stage 4 of the artefact development. Figure 9,

is found in the final chapter of the DVD and figure 9.1 can be found at the start of the testing period.

(See DVD chapter 16 / 1h 05min & DVD chapter 14 / 1h 01min). 

Note two very interesting issues here; figure 9 shows the teacher trying to use a ‘physical’ hand sign. He

raises his finger onto his lip, suggesting to students to settle down or become quiet. This image is

recorded very late into the study and the teacher has practised using the artefact for a period. Literally

20 seconds later, in this same clip, the teacher returns to the front of the classroom and reverts to using

the artefact ‘sign’ to gain the same affect knowing, his ‘physical sign’ failed to get the response he

needed. This clearly indicates the need for the artefact and how it can be used to improve teaching and

learning and reduce repetitive instructions. (see figure 9 and DVD chapter 16).

Secondly, in figure 9.1, the second insight is of the student on the right of the image. This child has

special educational needs and is sitting with his support teacher (on student’s right – with white shirt). His

responds to the artefact enthusiastically. He is so keen to answer the question and respond to the ‘Hands

up’ sign being shown that he raises both hands so he can be noticed. The teacher responds immediately

and allows him to answer the teacher’s question. This is clear indication of the artefact successfully

achieving the first and third objectives.
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2-To reduce repetitive instructions. 2 out of 3 said ‘ Yes’.

“I do think it allows us to continue teaching, or to continue talking, whilst directing instructions at

a single student, you can direct that sign especially in their direction. (French teacher interview,

CD-ROM, 6/10/05)”

Teachers state in their interview that the artefact does reduce repetitive instructions. The quote

above can be related to the image used in the first objective and here below in figure 9.2.

F

Figure   9.2 – DVD chapter 9 / 37 min – ‘Hands up’  (and sign)

The teacher said that she found it difficult to use the artefact during classroom practice. However, it is

interesting to note, shortly after the image is taken, that the teacher chose to use the ‘Look’ sign, rather

than say to a student ‘to look’ at the front and pay attention. (French teacher interview, CD-ROM, 6/10/05 & in

objective 1 / pg. 32 quote)

All teachers agree that the artefact serves a clear purpose in the lesson. The signs do reduce (the

teacher) having to repeat instructions and that it gains student attention much quicker than usual.

3 – To be inclusive of all learning styles and special needs. 3 out of 3 said ‘ Yes’.

It is quite clear that special educational need students can benefit from the artefact being used in lessons.

An interview with the head of the special needs coordinator (SENCO – Special Educational Needs

Coordinator) was conducted through an informal discussion. She previewed the DVD evidence and

commented on the value of the artefact.
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Teachers state that this objective has been clearly fulfilled. The artefact is inclusive for students with

learning needs, for example hearing difficulties - because they can see the sign; behavioural problems –

because the signs can stimulate their learning through personal use; or speech and spelling difficulties –

by including the visual clue with the written spelling. This objective is embodied in the following

interview and with the 4 subsequent images.

(Figure 10, 10.1, 10.2 & figure 10.3 & DVD chapter 12 / 56mins & 15 / 1h 04min respectively).

“I think children with disabilities, such as deafness or hearing problems, (the signs) are going to be

ideal for them...(French teacher interview, CD-ROM, 6/10/05)”

FiFigure  10– (Drama ‘Thumbs up’ 56mins)                                      

Figure  10.1 – (Drama ‘Thumbs up’  56mins)
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 Figure 10.2 – (Drama ‘Listen’  1h 04mins)

Figure 10.3 – (‘Listen’ sign)

Figure 10, on page 35, shows a drama lesson and a student who has behavioural issues (his legs are

shown on the left side of picture). This student can be clearly seen in DVD chapter 9/56mins. This

screenshot clearly shows the teacher using one of her own techniques to stimulate kinesthetic learners

by using her thumb as a ‘visual sign’ and requesting that students mimic her command to show their

understanding. The students have to respond by placing their hand (thumbs up) in the air to

acknowledge if they understand the task or not. This allows, as the image shows, the teacher to

discreetly direct her attention to this child whilst also waiting for a response from the whole class, as seen

in figure 10.1.

This technique is represented with the same child in figure 10.2 using the artefact, which is very

significant to the study. This finding highlights the importance of individual teachers recognising personal

teaching methods. The ‘thumbs up’ technique demonstrated here in figure 10 and 10.1 is demonstrated in

a very subtle way to the special educational needs student, whilst involving the entire class in making a

kinesthetic decision. This again, is reciprocated through the use of the artefact and signifies the

relationship between the artefact, the special needs child and the benefits gained from using the artefact.
(see - DVD chapter 15 / 1h 04mins /  Figure 10.2  & 10.3)
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4.2 - Summary of key findings:

Intelligent body language provides a significant discretion to individuals to allow teaching and learning

to continue without interruption. This is summed in the following quote from a teacher interview.

“…this [the sign] could help pupils that may react poorly to being asked something directly. It feels

much more of an indirect demand on them and certainly, by holding a sign to a class, you’re not

saying ‘you be quiet, or you be quiet’, you’re just holding it up. So it’s working on a whole class

level as apposed to picking out individuals, which I think could remove some of the confrontations,

that teacher's sometimes face. (English teacher interview, CD-ROM, 29/9/05)”

In conclusion, the artefact has clearly fulfilled all three main objectives successfully and raised some very

interesting key findings in this short analysis. The reader will now be presented with a final conclusion,

including recommendations for further development that could take this study further; highlighting

significant concepts discussed throughout the preceding analysis.
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Section 5
Recommendations

Conclusions
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Section 5 – Recommendations:

The final recommendations of the study are to complete the following:

1 – To present the evidence and discuss the artefact with the headteacher. (Achieved 11/05). Ask that

she endorse the product and allow publicised use within the school. (In consultation 12/05).

2 – To present the evidence and discuss the artefact with the head of special needs (SENCO). This

would be in order to improve the artefact to suit special educational needs. (Achieved 11/05).

3  – To present the evidence and discuss the artefact with a member of the local education

authority (LEA). A further endorsement would be requested.

4 – DATA (Design And Technology Association for schools) have requested that the evidence is

presented on a national level at their national conference. Their feedback can be viewed in

appendix I. (This will happen in June 2006.)

5 – To improve the kinesthetic elements of the artefact in order to stimulate this type of learner.

6 – To develop the artefact to be assessable for use with interactive whiteboard technology.

7  – To test the artefact and quantify its value in raising National Curriculum Key Stage 3

assessments.

All of the recommendations listed above would contribute to the artefact being used in all schools across

England and Wales.

5.1 - Conclusions:

In conclusion to this study, the hypothesis has proved correct. Signs can improve teaching and learning

at Key Stage 3 in a secondary school and the potential for dissemination is international. The main

question has been answered through testing of the artefact and the results have shown through each

section of this report that all three main objectives have been achieved.

✓ to use signs to improve teaching and learning.

✓ reduce repetitive instructions.

✓ be inclusive of all learning styles and special needs.

In closing, this report has been formulated through teacher and student feedback and has been formal

and informal throughout the entire process. At times, this has been unconscious feedback because they

have been included in the process through major DVD analysis of the lesson observations.
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The final evaluation of the artefact has included an informal interview and DVD presentation to the

headteacher of Alexandra Park School. If implementation is successful in the school, the writer could

seek Haringey Council support to use the artefact on a local level.

This study highlights the importance of varied methods of communication in teaching. We can discover

that students can learn in various ways and the artefact developed in this study highlights how this is

done.

Signs can improve teaching and learning by improving interaction for all types of learning styles. This

improvement can help teachers reduce time wasted on repeating instructions, therefore allowing the

curriculum to be taught effectively.

The journey throughout this study has been very interesting and the opportunity for further

development of the artefact is possible. The key learning outcomes are:

• Students are willing to respond to varied methods of communication.

• Signs can be used to improve teaching and learning at Key Stage 3.

• Individual teaching methods can be used to enhance the delivery and use of the artefact.

• Student outcome via artefact interaction is clear.

• Potential to develop the artefact in order to achieve results in attainment is possible.

Specific opportunities that have been missed are listed below. The most significant factor in achieving

more opportunities has been time allocation. It is hoped that the following can be achieved in future

development:

• To include research on semiotic principles.

• To include a wider selection of subjects for observation.

• To involve a wider selection of teachers in the study.

• To present the artefact to a variety of other schools.

The implication for this study is that the artefact has verified that ‘signs’ can have an impact on students.

This study has introduced to the reader an understanding of learning styles through use of an

innovative artefact. The writer has gained substantial satisfaction in the production of this study and

hopes that all objectives and future ambitions are achieved.
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Section 7 – Appendices (hard copy):

A. Project brief for teachers document.

B. Teacher initial-questionnaire document.

C. Teacher observation request-slip document.

D. Lesson observation cycle document.

E. Choice of artefact questionnaire document.

F. DVD screenshots (3 pages of random images).

G. Final teacher questionnaire document.

H. Teacher interview results document (2 pages).

I. Email correspondence to professional bodies.

J. Selection of artefact screenshots showing development.

K. Screenshots of DVD casing, DVD label and CD-ROM label.

L. DVD instructions document.

M. Completed artefact – Packaging containing: DVD, CD-ROM and A5 laminated signage.

Digitally included within artefact (as part of report):

N. Initial video footage for proposal presentation. (QuickTime format.) – see CD-ROM.

O. DVD footage of lesson observations – see DVD.

P. Hand-held signs artefact – see inside DVD case.

Q. DVD casing to house complete artefact.

R. Teacher interviews – see CD-ROM.

S. Digital copies of artefact – see CD-ROM.

T. Screenshots of DVD footage – see CD-ROM

U. Power-Point presentation of chosen field of study, prior to report – see CD-ROM.

V. Abstract for DATA conference 2006 – see CD-ROM

Available on request:

W. Teacher pre-artefact questionnaire & artefact selection questionnaire.

X. Extra copies of complete artefact, including DVD & CD-ROM, digital artefact and abstract.

Y. Records of email correspondence.
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Appendix A – Project Brief:

prior related

areas of interest: staff training days on behaviour management; emotional intelligence; audio,

visual and kinaesthetic learning

proposed title

of report: the use of signs (semiotics) to benefit teaching and learning in the classroom.

focusing on audio, visual and kinaesthetic learning styles.

what? (is the question how can signs aid teaching and learning in the classroom ?

the research  seeks

to answer):

why? to enhance teaching and learning for all types of teaching; to motivate and

encourage learning in the classroom; improve methods of communicating to

students.

how? a case study of observations in various subjects, students, schools; monitor

types of teaching and learning styles and potential uses of signs (semiotics);

create bank of resources that include laminated symbols and signs;

future development: cd’s with ambient sounds; smells to stimulate

environments; t-shirt mini-starter visual aids to gain attention and create

attention.

thankyou.
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Appendix B – Teacher initial - questionnaire:

improve teaching and learning

thank you for supporting independent research to ‘improve teaching and learning’.  i will shortly be

arranging a time to observe a lesson with you. before I do, please take 5 minutes to answer the

following questions. this will define what your expectations are of the research.

always bear in mind that the artefact created will be for research purposes only. to initiate further

questions and development. the artefact you will use/test will not be a finished product.

colleagues participating:
aco / bam / cpo / csm / ife / iyi / jau / jvl / kmi / sni /

q? what are your expectations of the research? ……………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

q? what kind of artefact do you expect to test? …………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

q? do you think a ‘sign’ can contribute towards improving learning styles? (audio, visual, kinaesthetic).

q? why? how? …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

comments? ………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

many thanks. please return.
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Appendix C – Teacher observation request:

improve teaching and learning

research phase:

research ‘gathering’ observation / ‘selected’ evidence development / artefact ‘testing’

colleagues participating:
aco / bam / cpo / csm / ife / iyi / jau / jvl / kmi / sni /

observe you in the following lesson?

week: ……… day: ………………………………. lesson: ……….. class: …………………..

        estimated time: ……………………..

on arrival, the following will happen:

• observations on camera will begin as soon as possible and will last ~ 10-15 minutes.
• you will be asked (loudly in front of students) if it is okay to join the lesson.
• my exit will be discrete to minimise  disruption.

if you wish to see any of the footage, please ask.
there will be a presentation in the summer to all of the colleagues above.
all recordings will be *confidential and only used to support the artefact development.

the evidence will be submitted (on c.d.) as part of the artefact to the university of arts London.

*recordings shown to all colleagues concerned for discussion / including submission to the university of
arts London, examination board for masters degree award.
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Appendix D – Observation cycle:

improve teaching and learning

colleagues participating:
aco / bam / cpo / csm / ife / iyi / jau / jvl / kmi / sni / msi / kbe / ake / jlu

Lessons chosen on teacher available, subject taught, personal teaching constraints.
observation cycle:

name/

school code

date lesson class group

code

time observed artefact stage analysed

aco

bam 4/11/04

1/2/05

5

2

7PE

7XPE

14.50

10.15

pre

pre

cpo 1/2/05

31/10/04

2

2

8LART

7DT

10.35

10.15

pre

pre

csm 4/11/04

3/2/05

2/2/05

3

1

1

8FRE

7EFRE

8AFRE

12.00

09.30

09.10

pre

pre

pre

ife 2/11/04 3 10MAT 11.25 pre

iyi

jau 4/11/04

31/1/05

5

5

7ENG

7RENG

15.10

15.00

pre

pre

jvl 4/11/04 4 9DRA 12.20 pre

kmi 3/2/05 1 7LSCI 09.10 pre

sni 2/2/05 1 9BSCI 09.30 pre

msi 31/10/04 2 7DT 10.05 pre

jlu 30/10/04 2 7DT 10.30 pre

cjo 2/11/04 3 11RE 11.40 pre

rmc 3/11/04
3/11/04

5
2

7DT
7DT

15.10
09.55

pre
pre

kbe 4/11/04 2 7PE 09.15 pre

ake 4/11/04 2 7PE 09.20 pre

Post-presentation observations:

JVL Fri 4/2 P5 9ADRA (Hall) 3pm JVL Mon 7/2 P3 9RDRA (P11) 11.45am
ACO Fri 4/2 P5 7AICT (315) 2.40pm CPO Tue 8/2 P2 7A3DT (G06) 10.15am
CSM Thu 3/2 P1 7EFRE (210) 9.30 am JAU Tues 8/2 P2 9A3ENG (204) 10.30am
KMI Thu 3/2 P1 7LSCI (S4) 9.10am KMI Wed 9/2 P3 7LSCI (S4) 10.30am
SNI Wed 2/2 P1 9BSCI (S2) 9.30am BAM Thur 10/2 8SPE (Gym) 12.45pm
CSM Wed 2/2 P1 8A3FRE (210) 9.10am ACO Mon 31/1 P5 7KICT (116) 2.40pm
CPO Tues 1/2 P2 8LART (314) 10.35am JAU Mon 31/1 P5 7RENG (204) 3pm
BAM Tues 1/2 P2 7XPE (Gym) 10.15am
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Appendix E – Choosing the Artefact questionnaire:

improve teaching and learning.

thank you for supporting independent research to ‘improve teaching and learning’.  i will shortly be arranging a time to observe a

lesson with you. before I do, please take 2 minutes to circle the following ‘signs’ that you feel you could use in a lesson.

Please return this note to me prior to your lesson observation.

the artefact you will use and test will not be a finished product.

Don’t run Books outCoats off

Hands

down

Hands up

Log on Hands down

Listen Listen

Log off

Look

No phones
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Appendix E – Choosing the Artefact questionnaire (cont.):

No coats No eating

Sshhh

No coatsNo phones

Questions?Questions? Time ?

Don’t

shout

Look

Look

No eating

Pens out

Sshhh

Stay cleanWarning
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Appendix F – DVD screenshots:
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Appendix F – DVD screenshots (cont.):
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Appendix F – DVD screenshots(cont.):
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Appendix G – Final teacher questionnaire:

improve teaching and learning

Thank you for supporting independent research to ‘improve teaching and learning’. You should have viewed the DVD at

this stage. Please take a few moments to read the following questions for interview. Please take notes to prepare, as your

interview will be recorded.

Your comments will define the key findings from the artefact and will form the main body of discussion and further

development.

Always bear in mind that the artefact created is for research purposes only. the artefact you have used and tested was

not a finished product.

Colleagues participating:
    bam / cpo / csm / jau / jvl / kmi / sni / psm

1- Does the artefact improve teaching and learning interaction within the classroom? ……………………………

2 –Why? How?..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…….

3 –Do you think the artefact can provide a school with a teaching resource to be used by all teachers?

4 –Why? How?…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

5 - Can each learning style access the curriculum with the use of the artefact? …………………………..……

6- Why? How? ..…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

7- Can each learning style benefit from use of the artefact? ……………………………………………………………

8 – Why? How? ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

9- Could the artefact benefit students who have a variety of learning needs or disabilities? ………………..

10- Why? How?……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

11 – Do you think the artefact can be used to reduce time wasted on repeating teacher instructions? ………

12 – Why? How? ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

13 - Do you think the curriculum can be accessed effectively with the use of the artefact? …………………

14 – Why? How? …………………………………..…………………………………………………………………………………………….

Further comments? ………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………Thank you. Please return.
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Appendix H – Interview results (& on CD-ROM appendix R):

1 - Does the artefact improve teaching and learning within the classroom?
“Definitely. Yes. From my experience of using them…I found that students were looking more at the front, they were quicker to
respond to instructions…I didn’t need to say so much myself. The signs indicated what the kids needed to do…(SNI interview, CD-
ROM, 29/9/05)”

“Yes. Definitely. It helps by engaging the pupils in another way other than simply, through speech…it’s another way to apply to
another learning style. (JAU interview, CD-ROM, 29/9/05)”

“To some extent yes, I think it does. Having watched the DVD I thought SNI’s use in science (the ‘Listen’ and ‘Sit down’ clip) was
very effective. Children settled very quickly, which meant that more teaching and learning could go on. I personally found it quite
difficult though, partly because I had too many signs and I was juggling with them…In languages we often use signals
anyway…physical signals, hands on lips, hands in the air in combination with giving the instructions verbally in French…When I was
using your signs I had to stop myself from doing that in order to use yours, so it interfered a little bit with my normal teaching
methods. But I think, non-verbal instructions are incredibly useful because you can use them over whole class speaking activities
or in practical…(CSM interview, CD-ROM, 6/10/05)”

2 - Does the artefact provide a school with a teaching resource?
“Yes. Although I do think that each subject has different needs. I could have the signs on the wall…but the PE teacher couldn’t do
that…He wouldn’t be able to have something stuck on the wall…he would have to have it in his hands, but how could he do that
whilst demonstrating some kind of PE activity. (CSM interview, CD-ROM, 6/10/05)”

“There are some techniques used in certain subjects which are repeated across school…sit down, hands up, listening…so I do think
it could be used right across the school. (JAU interview, CD-ROM, 29/9/05)”

“Yes. Certainly for practical subjects or theory, I can see that working quite well. When I did an activity where the class where
moving around more, they took longer to respond than when they were sat down…when students are walking around the room their
focal point isn’t always where the signs are…if the signs were much bigger, on an interactive whiteboard, then that would catch
their eye…training would help…(SNI interview, CD-ROM, 29/9/05)”

3 - Can the artefact stimulate each learning style in the curriculum?

“Yes. I would imagine that the visual learners would actually respond best….when I was using it, I was moving more to hold things
up, I would imagine that other styles of learning that is still going to be appropriate for…one of the classes, I held up two signs and
I had to then say ‘ there are two signs being held up’, and so that was obviously for people that listen, best by listening or at least
there was that instruction for what they had to do…regarding kinesthetic learners, the artefact could certainly be further
developed…(SNI)”

“Yes. I’d say, certainly it’s much more visual based. I’m not too sure how you could make it more kinesthetic, but I’d definitely say
in terms of audio and visual, because it’s backing up the teachers voice, which is the audio. (JAU)”

“Absolutely. I really do. Although I think visual learners would inevitably be better suited as they are visual signs. Maybe they could
include actions? Things like we do, hands in air, fingers on lips for the kinesthetic learners and audio, I guess, part of the idea is to
take away from audio so it obviously benefits visual learners a bit better. (CSM)”

4 - Can each learning style benefit from use of the artefact?
“…regarding kinesthetic learners the artefact would certainly need some development…(SNI)”

“Yes. Certainly. (JAU)”

“Yes. Absolutely. (CSM)”
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Appendix H – Interview results (cont. & on CD-ROM appendix R):

5 - Could the artefact benefit students who have a variety of learning needs?
“Certainly. It’s another very useful tool that can be used. Particularly, the fact that it was simple, they can see it and it was clear
what it meant…Special needs, there is no doubting what it means…With disabilities, again they would be able to understand what I
was wanting from them. SNI)”

“Yes. Because often, pupils like this may, whether it be, hearing impairments where simply seeing a sign would help, certainly it
could help pupils that may be, react poorly to be asked something directly so this feels much more of an indirect demand on them
and certainly, by holding that up to a class, you’re not saying ‘you be quiet, or you be quiet’ you’re just holding it up. So it’s a
working at a whole class level as apposed to picking out individuals, which I think could remove some of the confrontations, that
teacher's sometimes face. (JAU)”

“I think children with disabilities, such as deafness or hearing problems, that’s going to be ideal for them. It would be good for a lot
of children with special learning needs or disabilities. The fact that you’ve got visual signs as well as the instruction written out
means that children with less English would find it much easier. Very, very clear. Yes. I think it would work very well. (CSM)”

6 - Does the artefact reduce time wasted on repeated instructions?
“Definitely. Again, a lot of that would come with training. Certainly the times I’ve used it, the kids saw it and a lot of them
responded first time and then those that needed reminders, I’d say it was much clearer to them, what they needed to do, than if
that was just me saying what I wanted them to do. (SNI)”

“Definitely (JAU)”

“I don’t know. I think the amount of time that we spend giving instructions verbally, repeatedly, anyway and still students don’t do
it. We can go on and on and say it a hundred of times and it does very much depend on the student. I don’t know if that makes any
difference. Whether they are looking at it or they are hearing you say something, but I do think it allows us to continue teaching, or
to continue talking, or doing something else, whilst directing instructions at a single reprobate or culprit, you can direct that sign
especially in their direction, so that might be quite useful. (CSM)”

7 - Can the curriculum be accessed easier through the use of the artefact?
“Certainly. It speeds up classroom efficiency, in terms of, moving from one task to the next and that’s one of the biggest bones
I’ve got with teaching, where you want to move through quickly and it’s moving the kids from one activity to the next, or just
wanting everyone’s attention very quickly. Those are the bits that are often most frustrating in the lesson where you’re having to
wait for the whole class. Anything that speeds it up is going to be very useful. (SNI)”

“Yes. Because the more time that isn’t spent repeating instructions and isn’t spent on those classroom management issues is the
more time being spent on curriculum areas…(JAU)”

“Again, I think it’s quite difficult in languages. If you’re going to print the words on the signs as well as have the images, in
languages it might be useful to have them in the target language…Maybe just images would do. Very simple large images without
any writing on at all…(CSM)”

8 – Further comments?
“The only thing I would say, it would have been interesting to have tried it for an extended period of time as to whether or not there
ever comes a point, where kids are so used to it, that it then loses it’s impact. I’d also like to see how something could be
developed for the interactive whiteboard, where, when you want an icon on, you could very quickly press it and it could be shown
there. Again, that could be a very bigger clearer display (SNI)”

“Yes. I do think I’m really critical…but I think the DVD is really excellent…and the research seems very in-depth and very effective.
Not totally convinced about the artefact (signs)…I’ve said some of my reservations about it but as a tool to aid teaching and
learning it could be excellent. Certainly as far as learning is concerned, but I’m not sure if it could adapt to everybody’s teaching
styles. (CSM)”

Interview dates:
SNI - 29/9/05
JAU - 29/9/05
CSM - 6/10/05
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Appendix I – Email correspondence:

Design and Technology Association (DATA):
“…you describe the making of a very interesting paper either for publication in the DATA International Research Journal or as a
conference paper at the DATA annual conference 5-7 July 2006. The call for papers will be going out in the autumn term and we
would be delighted if you wish to submit…Both the Journal and the conference are blind refereed so you would work anonymously
with one of the editorial board. Your submission to members of the Journal Editorial Board in the first instance and the reply is as
follows:
This is clearly a very interesting piece of research…I think we should consider it for the 2006 Research Conference. It looks as if
it will make a very good PowerPoint presentation, and potentially a research paper… I would advise the author to present the work
at the 2006 conference, gather feedback with the intention of subsequently submitting an article to the journal.
(Email: <karen@data.org.uk>. Subject: Re: Conference paper submission. Date: October 11, 2005 14:16:26 BST)”

Technology Education Research Unit (TERU):
Hello….Good to hear from you again.. I like the sound of your dissertation proposal and it would be very interesting from the TERU
point of view.  If you would like to come over and have a seminar/chat through it, then we'll make a date for Sept. I'm away till
then. All the best. Professor Richard Kimbell – Goldsmiths College, University of Arts London.
(<r.kimbell@gold.ac.uk >Subject: Proposal from ex student Date: July 26, 2005 8:22:43 BST To: <rossmcgill@btinternet.com>)

Technology Supplies:

Dear….Good to hear from you again. Your master's thesis sounds very interesting and of course we will endorse your product.
Maybe we will be able to help in exploiting the commercial potential, in due course. I would also be very happy to sponsor you in
providing things you need.  Just let me know what you require and I will do whatever I can. I look forward to hearing from you
again. In the meantime have a good summer break.
Kind regards, Michael Roberts. Director- Technology Supplies Ltd
(From:<michael@technologysupplies.co.uk >Date:  July 29, 2005 16:29:31 BST To: <rossmcgill@btinternet.com>)

Haringey Education Council:
I would be happy to help. Let me know what I can do. Regards, Paul King. Haringey Education Advisor.
(<Paul.King@haringey.gov.uk >Subject: Educational research. Date: Sep23, 2005 15:11:07 BST :<rossmcgill@btinternet.com>)
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Appendix J – A selection of artefact screenshots:
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Appendix K – Artefact DVD casing and labels for DVD and CD-ROM:
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Appendix L – Artefact DVD instructions:

“ Can signs be used to improve teaching and learning? “

DVD viewing & interview.
by Ross M. McGill - Student ID: MCG00027878 - MA Design Studies 2004-6
Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design, University of the Arts London.

You have been given a ‘work in progress’ artefact for submission to the above course and college.

Please follow the steps below to gain maximum advantage of the experience.

Instructions:

1. Before viewing the DVD, please read in full the article titled “Synopsis & Mission statement”.

2. Insert the DVD, labelled ‘SIGNS’ into a DVD player or home computer and allow to run automatically.

3. You will be presented with two options: - ‘Play movie’ or ‘Scene selection’. Screenshots below.

4. The DVD is 115mins approx. It is recommended that you choose specific subjects and skip between chapters rather than

view the whole series. Do this by selecting a window highlighted in red.

5. You will be shortly asked to conduct a short interview or fill in a questionnaire on return of the DVD.

Thank you.

Title screen      Scene selection screen

END OF REPORT


